
In the Field with Acre: Partnering with Parents 
Mar. 3 – Our Lady of Grace – 10 participants 

Mar. 17 – St. Margaret Mary – 4 participants 

Mar. 26 – Lumen Christi – 6 participants 

 

 

Evaluations (1 = lowest, 4 = highest) 

Location:    1-0 2-0 3-1 4-13 

Time of Day   1-0 2-0 3-0 4-14 

Discussion   1-0 2-0 3-1 4-12 5-1 

Articles for Discussion 1-0 2-0 3-1 4-13 

  

 

PLEASE NOTE:  This summary is done a bit differently as it revolved around a dialogue and not 

a formal presentation.  Comments are offered as a summary to what was discussed.  Jeff Cavins 

attended our gathering on Mar. 3 at Our Lady of Grace.   

 

Our discussion was framed around three articles which were provided ahead of time.  Much 

discussion followed on partnering with parents. 

 

Suggestions offered for connecting with parents: 

 Offer a parent “Open House” for each grade 

 Develop a parent and child retreat experience 

 Invite parents to attend session with child 

 Offer parent formation during sessions ( perhaps have Adult Faith Formation leader 

facilitate) 

 Require parents to volunteer during sessions.  Schedule a date for them with the tools to 

find their own sub 

 Parent testimonials at sacrament preparation meetings 

 Tapping adults (55+?) to be a catechist – their children are grown but these adults are a 

wealth of knowledge  

 RCIA Inquiry type session to form parents – a less scary format? 

 Empower and affirm parents 

 “Faith Fest” – an opportunity for each class to put together a display board on what they 

are doing and an opportunity to show the parish what FF is all about 

 Hospitality and invitation are so important 

 We do things in class but not done in homes 

 Family oriented events can work – socialize to spiritualize 

 Provide a parent gathering at the beginning of the year with child care 

 Parents are overwhelmed – how do we reach them without “baby-ing” them or taking 

over what is truly their responsibility 

 How can we help them be intentional about their faith 

 Parents seem to have a strong sense and commitment to family but no sense of the 

importance of the faith community 

 Is conversion at the heart of what we do 

 What are our expectations for the catechesis of children 



 Mystagogia is lacking 

 Are textbooks too difficult for the children?  Too much material to cover, too many 

lessons? 

 Everyone is a “scooter” – how can affect them quickly and with good catechesis? 

 How can we help parents be good facilitators when sharing faith with their children? 

 Adult learning principles are very different  - can’t use the same skill set we use with 

children 

 Intergenerational learning can provide adult opportunities for discussing things that are so 

important to our lives 

 Adult Faith Formation needs to be a priority in every parish 

 How to balance “legalism” with a pastoral approach,  when necessary 

 In a difficult situation we need to help parents see their needs within the situation to help 

find a resolution.   

 Ex: we are required to get a baptismal certificate during preparation for First Eucharist 

(which can be seen as a problem/inconvenience for some parents). The certificate turned 

in was not from a recognized Catholic Church but from a group calling itself a Catholic 

Church.  One choice could be to just accept it and move on knowing that there will be 

problems down the road (Confirmation or marriage) – OR – another choice could be to 

discuss with the parents the importance of getting this corrected now to avert a potential 

bigger problem later on.  Parents will hopefully recognize their need to resolve this at this 

time. 

 

Enjoyed the most:  

 The honesty of the participants 

 listening to other’s successes and passion for ministry 

 open discussion, great conversation about legalism and about ideas for a vendor/publisher 

fair/event 

 Great opportunity for dialogue 

 Appreciated having questions and ideas from others.  Very happy about conversation 

with and questions that came from Jeff 

 Getting to have an open conversation with others who are in the work with us 

 Free discussion 

 Ideas/suggestions re: home taught lessons, parent testimonials, and also conversation with 

Jeff 

 Discussion, Jeff’s input 

 Sharing ideas and information.  Getting ideas that I can use to improve my own program 

 Open conversation 

 Conversation, sharing ideas.  Got some wonderful ideas to try to implement 

 

 

Challenging:  

 Lack of time 

 Nothing really 

 Need more things like this 

 The needs of FF people are huge 



 No solutions!  

 Not much connection to articles 

 Lots of venting, legalism 

 (an additional comment was included but was not discernible).  

 

 

Suggestions for future gatherings: 

 Keep offering it 

 Nothing, good group.   

 More time, perhaps over bag lunches 

 Keep on doing this 

 Try to get more people to attend 

 Nothing 

 More about adult faith formation, 

 Perhaps a quorum of RSVP’s – make it a go with a minimum #.   

 Thanks much! 

 

Some suggestions have been to consider a curriculum fair.  Feedback from that is listed 

below: 

 

 Provide an opportunity for vendors and for networking 

 A panel discussion with local DRE’s covering topics such as how to select a curriculum, 

what are the approved texts in our Archdiocese, what is currently being used, etc. 

 The timing of the event could be August, spring? 

 January could be a good time for this (Aug. is a difficult time for publishers) 

 Consult with publishers to see if they can offer a time frame that could work for them 

 Create a daytime opportunity that could include hospitality, panel discussion, some time 

to network, simple lunch, breakouts with vendors and then the afternoon to visit and 

consult with vendors 

 Consider an evening portion for those who work other jobs 

 Invite other surrounding Dioceses, principals, teachers, catechists 

 Vendors provide both electronic and tactile resources 

 FF texts, Sacramental Preparation (Bapt., Rec., Euch., Conf.) , RCIA 

 Panel discussion a good idea 

 Evening option for those who can’t come during the day 

 Invite Lori Dahlhoff to come and assist with panel discussion? 

 PCYI as a “vendor” along with Creative Spirit and Homeward Bound 

 


